DINING ON CAMPUS

Dining Halls
257 The Diner
026 South Campus
973 Maryland Hillel
251 251 North

Restaurants
163 Adele's
166 Mulligan's

Dining at The Stamp
163 Adele's Restaurant
163 Auntie Anne's
163 Chick Fil-A
163 Coffee Bar
163 Maryland Dairy
163 Maryland Food Co-Op
163 McDonald's
163 Moby Dick House of Kabob
163 Panda Express
163 Saladworks
163 Sbarro
163 Subway
163 Sushi by Panda
163 Taco Bell Express
163 Teppan and Sushi by Panda

Cafés
386 Applause
413 BRBean
115 Bytes
141 Creative Commons
035 Footnotes
225 Kim Kafe
417 Off The Record
082 Physics
085 Quantum
039 Rudy's
068 Sneaker's
166 The Turn
088 E+M Café
088 E+M Subway
088 E+M Taco Bell Express

The Shops@Maryland
026 South Commons Shop
250 Leonardtown Shop
097 North Convenience Shop
163 Union Shop
251 24 Shop

Map courtesy of Dining Services